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TO DECOCT OR NOT TO DECOCT:
THAT IS THE QUESTION!
Sponsored by the AHA Research and Education Fund in conjunction with
Brew and Wine Hobby, E. Hartford, CT
By Timothy Phelps, Joseph Fuller & The Krausen Commandos
Photos by Will Siss and Timothy Phelps

THE PROJECT
Across the brewing community, we are
sure the question has been asked
hundreds of times on forums, boards, and
brewing publications; “Have you ever
done a decoction?” “Do I need to do a
decoction to brew a traditional lager?” “Do
you get anything viable for the added time
a decoction requires?” and so on. We
would think the most common answer
would be that there is no reason to do a
decoction because of the quality of
modified malts that are available to
brewers today.
During a regular club meeting of the
Krausen Commandos early in January 2013, one of our members was looking to
brew a Munich Dunkel and she came to the club looking for guidance. She asked
if it was a requirement to do a decoction or if a single infusion mash would suffice
for this type of beer. She also asked what the process was to perform a
decoction, if anyone in the club had done one, and what the results were. Most
people hadn’t ever done one and didn’t even really know what it meant, but a few
people said it wasn’t required with the malts available to us today. Additionally,
several members said it takes too much time for not much difference in outcome.
The real fact of the matter was that we were just repeating information that had
been read that none of us had practically performed. No one in our club had ever
done a side-by-side comparison before to actually provide concrete proof nor
was able to provide substantial reasoning for doing or not doing a decoction.
Not long passed before our club learned that the AHA started the Research &
Education Fund, so we jumped at the opportunity to apply for a grant to
(hopefully) answer this question.
The only way we felt we could evaluate this properly was to brew a single
infusion mash, a single-, double- and triple-decoction, all in the same day, on the
same equipment, with the same lots of grain, hops, water, yeast and then
ferment in the same place, under the same conditions, etc., in order to eliminate
any variants in separate brew day circumstances.

WHAT IS A DECOCTION
ANYWAY?
This is an excerpt from John Palmer’s
How to Brew.
1 Decoction mashing was developed to
get the best extraction from the old-time
Northern European barley strains that
depended on over wintering to germinate
and were more difficult to malt and
modify. Decoction mashing provided for
better breakdown and solubilization of the
starches and better extraction from those
less-modified malts. Beer connoisseurs
claim better malt flavor and aroma from
decoction mashing of those malts. These
days, less-modified malts are hard to find,
but decoction mashing is still useful for extracting that extra bit of malt character
for bock and Oktoberfest-style lagers. In addition, the decoction mashing
provides for increased hot break and clarity in the wort. The pH from decoction
mashes has been shown to be 0.1 to 1.15 pH units lower than the same wort
from an infusion mash.
Decoction mashing is a good way to conduct multi-step mashes without adding
additional water or applying heat to the mash tun. It involves removing a portion
of the mash to another pot., heating it to the conversion rest on the stove, then
boiling it, and returning it to the mash to raise the rest of the mash to the next
temperature rest. The portion removed should be pretty stiff-no free water should
be showing above the top of the grain. The decoction should be held to
conversion rest temperatures (150°F to 155°F, 65°C to 68°C) for 10 to 15
minutes before being boiled. Stir constantly!
Read “How to Brew” by John Palmer for the full details of the process.

THE PLANNING
A very good friend of mine once said, “Make a plan and then plan on
improvising.” This quote has come into play many times in my brewing career,
and would definitely come in to play on our brew day. – Joe
As an editor for a college yearbook years ago, the following was said to me and it
has rang true in almost everything I do and certainly applied in the planning of
this…”Failing to plan, is planning to fail.” - Tim
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At this point we had to figure out how were we going to brew four of the same
beer, on the same day, on the same equipment, and to remove as many different
variables as possible, with a lot of planning.
In early May 2013, we started to discuss the venture and how to do a side-byside comparison, allowing us to educate fellow members on the actual
differences using the decoction versus single infusion mashes.
Our plan was to brew a lager, which would have been traditionally brewed with a
decoction. We would use the Munich Dunkel recipe that was in question earlier.

THE EQUIPMENT
2 Blichmann TopTiers
15.5 gal Stainless eHLT (to heat all water)
15.5 gal Stainless Propane Fired Kettle
20 gal Coleman cooler mash tun
24 Quart Turkey Pot and Fryer (for
decoctions)
Calibrated Electronic Thermocouple
Readers
MaltMill Barley Crusher
Blichmann In-Line Thermometer
Chillzilla
Refractometer
Hydrometer
3 Propane Tanks
4-6.5 Gallon Carboys
Aeration Stone
THE RECIPE
Batch Size: 6 gallons
Boil time: 90 minutes
6 lbs Pilsner Malt
3.5 lbs Munich Malt 10L
1.25 lbs Crystal 60L
.75 lb Torrefied Wheat
.25 lb Crystal 40L
.25 lb Chocolate Malt
1.50 oz Tettnang Hops 3.08 aa (60 mins)
1 oz Tettnang Hops (30 mins)
2 Smack Packs Wyeast Munich Lager #2308
Big Y Spring Water (See attached water report)
(We opted to pitch two smack packs per batch versus making starters to keep
the differences in starters out of the equation)
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THE BREW DAY
On Saturday November 16, 2013, 5-6
club members convened at 8:00am and
were all eager to dive into the brew day!
To begin, we weighed out the grain for all
four and then ran the grain for each batch
through the same grain mill to achieve the
same crush for each beer. We did two
passes through the mill for each, the first
at .08 in. and the second at .039 using the
MaltMill Barley Crusher®.
After much discussion leading up to the
brew, we decided that we would begin
with brewing the single infusion mash. We
thought this would be the best way to start since all club members are familiar
with single infusion mashing. The morning of brewing, we also had further
discussion that took place regarding the actual mash times. Again, as to allow for
maximum time consistency for each batch, we agreed that the mash rest time for
each would be 60 minutes of the entire wort and grist together (including the
decoction times. The decoction times and mash schedules were changed at
the beginning of the brew day based on discussion and what seemed to be
the best way to abate variability. In the end, we mashed each one for 60
minutes. Bring on the questions and comments, we do have reasoning.
The brew day went fairly smoothly, however, we encountered a few unforeseen
issues. It was nothing that the experience of our club members couldn’t
overcome though, just using some problem solving.
One challenge that came along the way that we had to adapt our plans was the
decoction schedule. The recipes and mash schedule called for distinct amounts
of grist that were to be removed from the mash for the decoction. These amounts
were calculated to raise the mash to the next temperature step. What we came to
find out during the first decoction is that Beersmith® assumed that mash
temperature was able to be maintained through an external heating source so
that heat was not lost along the way. We used a cooler for our mash tun, and
therefore were unable to do so. We were able to accurately monitor the mash
temperature through the use of calibrated electronic thermocouple readers that
were able to measure temperature down to the tenth of a degree. With this
accuracy we could observe the trend of the mash cool down along the way and
were able to revise the grist volume removed to hit our target rest temperatures.
At the pinnacle of the brew day we had three batches being brewed at the same
time. We had strike water heating for the single decoction, the double decoction
was going through its final mash rest, and the triple decoction was finishing the
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boil and re-circulating. Even with equipment challenges, as well having three
batches going on the same “system at the same time, we were able to hit our
Original Gravities for each beer except for the double decoction coming out a few
points higher than the rest. The well-coordinated timing in our planning made it
possible for us to pull this off.
After 12.5 hours, we had completed all four beers and cleaned up, it was a long
day!

THE FERMENTATION
To achieve consistency in fermentation,
we chose to ferment all the beers in 6.5
gallon carboys. The four beers were kept
at 62°F for the first 12 hours in order for
fermentation to begin. They all started at
varying times over the night, but by
morning all had a 2 to 3 inch thick
krausen on the top. At this time, the
carboys were all moved to a lager fridge,
large enough to accommodate all four of
them, in which they were fermented at
51°F.
The beers fermented for 2 weeks, during
which time they were closely monitored to
determined when they were ready for the diacetyl rest. At that point, the
temperature was raised to 65°F to do the diacetyl rest for 4 days, after which the
temperature was then dropped back down to 51°F. Following this, we pulled
samples from each to measure gravities and to check for diacetyl. We were
happy to find that there was no diacetyl present!

KEGGING AND LAGERING
Since we determined we were at our target gravities with the exception of the
double decoction, which finished higher because of the higher OG, we kegged
them for lagering. The lager fridge was set to 36°F and the four beers were
lagered for 4 weeks. After 4 weeks, the kegs were then moved to a kegerator set
to 42°F to finish their last 2 weeks of lagering and to also to force carbonate them
at the same time and at the same pressure.
The initial samples of the beers at kegging were great. We were pleased with our
results, but we won’t give you a hint of our initial findings until our final
conclusion.
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THE NUMBERS
Along the way, we meticulously kept track of all gravities, temperatures, etc. The
following is a list of OGs and FGs. The target OG was 1.051 while the target FG
was 1.013
Single Infusion: 1.051 OG / 1.011 FG
Single Decoction: 1.051 OG / 1.013 FG
Double Decoction: 1.053 OG / 1.016 FG
Triple Decoction: 1.051 OG / 1.012 FG
BJCP Guidelines range: OG: 1.048 – 1.056 / FG: 1.010 – 1.016

THE TIMELINE
Day 01: Brewed. Started fermenting at 62°F for 12 hours.
Day 02: Carboys moved to lager fridge, set to 51°F.
Day 15: Diacetyl rest at 65°F for four days.
Day 19: End diacetyl rest. Temperature lowered to 51°F.
Day 24: Dunkels kegged for lagering. Temperature lowered to 36°F for 4 weeks.
Day 52: Kegs moved to kegerator for continued lagering/carbonating for 2 weeks
Day 70: Judging/Public Presentation

THE CONSTANTS
All four batches brewed same day
Equipment (ex. Mash tun, kettle, etc)
Recipe
Ingredients (same lots of everything)
Grain crush
Yeast Pitch Rate (same date of manufacture)
Fermentation Environment
Glass Fermenters
Aeration Time
Lagering time
Carbonation Pressure/at the same time/same fridge

THE CLUB BLIND TASTE TEST
At week 5 of the lagering process, the club had their monthly meeting. It was
decided that a blind taste test would be done so all members present could try
the beers and to try to taste the differences between them, if there were any. We
had 19 club members present and 3 guests. We sampled the four beers side by
side, along with a commercially brewed dunkel (Hofbräu Dunkel). At the time of
the club tasting, the beers weren’t quite carbonated enough, so they all tasted
very similar to each other, with subtle nuances, just enough to be detectable. In
relation to the single infusion and single decoction colors were identical. The
double decoction had a slight increase in color (had to work to see the
difference), and the triple was a little bit darker (noticeable in comparison to the
other three). While these shades of differences were discernable, they were
slight and were not able to be captured in a photograph. The consensus was to
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carbonate them more before our public sampling and official judging but, overall
there were mixed opinions on whether the decoction added any value to the
flavor of the beers. As a note, this is merely based on personal tastes, not on the
BJCP style guide. Those of us that sampled the batches during the lagering
process, we noted that there were significant flavor difference between the
decoctions with the triple decoction having more complex flavor than the others,
unfortunately we did not get the same carryover of flavor during the final
sampling

THE JUDGING
After more than six months of planning,
organizing, brewing, (impatiently)
waiting, club sampling, details, etc., we
arrived at our grand finale: to put this
mystery to rest. – To Decoct, or not to
decoct! On January 25, 2014, several
club members as well as 6 judges
descended upon Brew and Wine Hobby,
E. Hartford, CT with our bar setup, kegs
in tow, thirst, and eager to get opinions
on the beers.
We were able to gather together 4
BJCP judges, a professional brewer, as
well a judge in training to evaluate the
four beers for us. Like any typical judging situation, we provided them with a
commercial calibration beer, Hofbräu Dunkel, the same one our club used for
comparison. The judges were provided with minimal detail about the beers they
were tasting, similar to a competition. They were judged blind and in random
order. The judges used official BJCP tasting sheets and followed the guidelines
for a 4B Munich Dunkel.
The 6 judges were amazingly thorough in evaluating the beers and we now have
24 score sheets outlining where we can ultimately make improvements on the
beers. The feedback wasn’t necessarily what we needed to make the final
decision whether doing a decoction was worth it or not, it was which was closer
to style in their consensus based upon opinions and score. With all that being
said the single decoction was judged at the closest to the style guidelines for a
Munich Dunkel.
The judges were very excited to have this opportunity to evaluate the four beers
brewed with all the same variables. Only under these circumstances could we
properly evaluate the differences between a single infusion mash, and the 3
decoctions without brewing them side by side and having as many constants as
possible. We pulled it off!
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THE SCORES
Single Decoction 33.3
Single Infusion 32.5
Double Decoction 30.5
Triple Decoction 30.3
(The scores are an average of all 6 judges together.)

THE JUDGES
Greg Radawich, BCJP E1283
Ryan Dacey, BJCP E1158
Ryan Galligan, BJCP E1153
Rich Loomis, BJCP E1170
Andrew Renehan, Professional Brewer at Olde Burnside Brewing Co., E.
Hartford, CT
Heath Gelinas, working toward BJCP

THE JUDGES OVERALL IMPRESSIONS (from the score sheets)
Single Infusion
Complex, needs body. Esters and Toasty malts. Too much bitterness.
Needs more complexity. Medium body. Easy drinking
Nice complexities, not as complex as nose tells it. Lingering bitterness. Easy
drinking.
Astringent. Needs refinement.
Esters out of style. Phenols are unpleasant. Hazy.
Malt complexity. A bit bitter. Burn scorched notes?
Summary:
Some judges noted a good malt complexity, while others noted that it needed
more. Some astringency issues were also mentioned by a few judges. More than
one noted its “easy drinking” but perhaps is a bit too bitter.
Single Decoction:
Balanced. Richness, but could stand more. Brown sugar. Alcohol warmth.
Dark fruit esters too much. Flavor great. Complex malts. More balanced.
Oxidized and muted.
Balanced. Lower bitterness, complex.
Rich, complex, mouth feel. Balanced. Nice! Alcohol warmth. Well done.
Summary: Most judges remarked that this beer was well balanced, with several
noting alcoholic warmth to it. “Complex” was another descriptor used frequently
in their summaries.
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Double decoction
Yeast masks the malt. Esters high. Body, drinkable. Add Munich.
Toasty. Mod. body. Easy drinking, lacking richness of style.
Well crafted. Thin. Esters high.
Good. Fermentation related issues? Gentle. Restrained.
Within style. Not flu of malt flavor. Dry, subtle.
Lacking depth. Toasty. Needs more richness. Decent though. Watch temps.
Esters.
Summary: Most judges noted this entry to be a bit estery, and perhaps thin and
needing more body. Several noted the beer to be restrained in flavor as well.
Triple decoction
Not as balanced as could be. Esters, phenols. Drinkable. Needs body.
Low aroma. Low flavor caramels. Bitterness too high?
Bitterness and esters too high. body thin. Alcohol warmth.
Aroma nice but flavor lacking. Astringent.
Within style, well balanced. Scorched? Clean.
Summary: Judges noted a touch of astringency and bitterness levels a bit too
high, and needing a bit more body. One judge noted a bit of a scorched grain
note.
(Writer’s comment: There was zero chance that a scorching event could have
occurred. Knowing the criticality of preventing scorching the decoction area
was monitored closely to make sure that the wort never sat without being
stirred. Even with using propane for the decoction boil, the flame was ramped
up slowly to minimize the chance of a quick scorching on the bottom and
stirring of the mash occurred constantly).

THE PUBLIC SAMPLING
While the judges were evaluating the
beers, club members poured samples of
the four beers for customers who came to
Brew and Wine Hobby. We poured them
in random order to see if people could tell
the difference between them and see
which one they felt was better. We had 30
or more patrons try all four beers and the
consensus was that the double decoction
was the favorite, taste-wise.
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THE SUMMARY
In the end, we have varying data here of which beer scored the best, and what
tasted the best to others. We had no clear winner that was ahead of all the other
samples. Of course, as always, it’s a matter of opinion and tastes. Based on the
1 point score difference between the two highest scoring beers, the Single
Infusion and Single Decoction, we feel that it’s not really worth the extra effort to
do a decoction. There were clear and noticeable differences between all of the
beers, and not so much so that one was leaps and bounds above the rest.
That being said, in further study and refinement of our recipe and process, we
could in fact prove otherwise. As previously mentioned, we decided to conduct
our mashes with the decoctions at the same duration of time in order minimize
the variability of mash rest time and in doing so may have ultimately altered the
final outcome. A change in mash times may prove to bring about different results.
Also, if we had sought out less-refined malt for the decoctions, the results may
have been different as well. We also could alter variables again and again, such
as mash temperatures, mash duration, etc.) in order to find the sweet spot for
how a decoction may be beneficial.
We do feel that we learned from the process and that any brewer could benefit
from trying a decoction at least once. This experience was a great team builder
for all involved in the process. Who’s to say you may come out with different
results!
Through discussions with Brew and Wine Hobby and the club, we’ve decided to
do a follow-up to this experiment to see if the results change. We would like to
give it a try again, but the second time we won’t control variables as much and do
the decoctions as traditionally intended versus controlling time to minimize a
variable. Stay tuned!
We would like to once again thank the American Homebrewers Association,
Brew and Wine Hobby and our 6 Judges for helping to make this happen.

QUOTES FROM THE JUDGES
“The Krausen Commandos set out to try something I was familiar with but had
never tried in the three plus years I have been brewing. Decoction mashing was
a technique I had read about several times but I never took the time to try
myself. I was excited when asked to be part of this tasting and evaluation panel
so I could experience for myself the effects of the different mashing procedures.
Their experiment proved to not be a waste of time and exceeded my
expectations. In blindly tasting and evaluating the samples there was a clear
difference in each sample from taste, complexity and color that dictates
decoction mash does change the overall characteristics of the beer. Although the
changes might have been subtle between single, double and triple decoction, it
was apparent that they were significantly different from just the single infusion
mashed sample. I believe the Krausen Commandos achieved the results they set
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out to accomplish and in doing so have opened my eyes to decoction mashing,
something I now can’t wait to try in the near future.” - Heath Gelinas
“The Krausen commandos planned and executed the experiment quite well, from
planning prior to the brew day until well after when judging took place. It was
great to be able to judge this because, in my experience as a BJCP judge, it is
beneficial to test the palate and become knowledgeable about various brewing
techniques. It was fun to try to figure out which sample was which each time we
were brought a new beer.” Ryan Galligan

ABOUT THE KRAUSEN COMMANDOS OF NORTHWEST CT
The Krausen Commandos started in 2010 with a few talented brewers who
thought it would be great to start a club, not imagining after nearly 4 years, we
would have 38 members, spread out all over CT. The Commandos pride
themselves in being a learning organization and have some amazing, awardwining, talent in the group. Collectively among its members, they have won over
50 medals and ribbons; have been featured on the AHA website, the Brooklyn
Brewery’s blog, published in Draft Magazine as well as the WaterburyRepublican American newspaper. www.krausencommandos.com
Footnotes:
1 From John Palmer’s How to Brew
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